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The P-NP Question and Recent Independence Results
N.C.K. Phillips
Dept. of Mathematics, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg,
South Africa.

Abstract
Despite intensive research the P = NP question is unresolved and the research suggests thatitis
hard to answer. The corresponding question for query machines with recursive oracles is undecidable in set theory. Simply determining whether a procedure halts or the running time of an
algorithm may be harder than we expect. There is a Turing machine which does not halt yet its
halting is undecidable in set theory. There is an algorithm which runs in time n 2 yet it cannot be
proved in set theory to run in any time less than 2".
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1. The classes P and NP
It is commonly accepted that an algorithm is manageable if its
running time is bounded by a polynominal function of the length of its
input. However there are many computational problems for which the
running times of the known algorithms are bounded only by exponential
functions. One such problem is that of determining whether a formula of
the propositional calculus in CNF ( conjunctive normal form) is satisfiable. This is known as the Satisfiability problem. One algorithm for
Satisfiability is to compute the truth table for the formula - but if the
formula contains n literals this requires 2" steps. The travelling salesperson problem (known as the travelling salesman problem before male
chauvinism became unpopular) and determining the chromatic number
of a graph are two more of the many problems whose known algorithms
are not polynomial bounded. C !early it is of practical use to ask whether
these problems do have algorithms whose running time is polynomial
bounded.
Through simple encodings into sets of words over a finite alphabet
many computational problems can be converted into language recognition problems. Details of such encodings can be found in [ 1]. We shall
assume that we are encoding into the set I* of strings over the alphabet
I = 10,11. In particular natural numbers are to be encoded by their
binary representations. Sometimes there are alternative "natural" encodings. For 0xample we can represent a graph by an encoding of its adjacency matr. · or by encoding its arcs as pairs of adjacent nodes. For
our purposes the detail of such encodings will not be important since it
normally turns out that if one natural encoding of a problem yields a
language ( i.e. a subset of I*) recognizable in polynomial time then so
will another natural encoding.
We should be precise about what we mean by a language
recognition algorithm. Any of the standard mathematical formulations
will do but we shall usually think of such an algorithm as a Turing
machine. For the purpose of deciding whether an algorithm is polynomial bounded it does not matter whether we think of single tape or
multitape Turing machines, because a language recognized in polynomial time p(n) by a multitape machine is recognized in time p 2(n) by a
single tape machine - see[!].
We shall need the notion of a nondeterministic algorithm. This
may be thought of as a procedure which at some steps has a finite
number of choices for its next step, or as a modified Turing machine
which in some states has alternative choices for its next state. A precise
definition can be found in [ 1]. On a given input a nondeterministic
machine will perform one of several possible computations. An input is
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said to be accepted by such a machine if among its possible computations there is at least one which leads to an accepting state.
Now for many computational problems we do not know polynomial bounded algorithms but we do have polynomial bounded nondeterministic algorithms. Satisfiability is such a problem. We can guess
truth values for the literals in a formula then check in polynomial time
whether these guesses make the formula true. Whether a graph can be kcoloured is another such problem. We can guess an assignment of colours to the nodes and then check in polynomial time whether no two
adjacent nodes have the same colour. Our discussion so far motivates
the following definitions.

Definitions 1.

P is the class of languages over I recognizable by
Turing machines in polynomial bounded time.

2.

NP is the class of languages over I recognizable by
nondeterministic Turing machines in polynomial
bounded time.

When we say that a problem is in P ( or NP) we mean that a natural
encoding of it is in P ( or NP).

2. The P - NP question
Definition (Karp [71) Let L,M be languages over I. L is said to be
reducible to M iff there is a function f: I* -+ I* which is computable in
polynomial time such that, for all x, x E L iff ftx) E M.
The important point about this definition is that ifL is reducible to
M and M E P then L E P.
Theorem (Cook [3)) If L E NP then L reduces to ( the encoding of) the
Satisfiability problem.
In view of the wide extent of the class NP, Cook's theorem is remarkable. It implies that if the Satisfiability problem has a polynomial
bounded algorithm then so does every problem in NP. We state this as a
corollary.
CorolJary P = NP iff Satisfiability E P.
Definition L is said to be NP complete iff 1. L E NP
2. P = NP iff L E P.
In the language of this definition, Cook's theorem implies that
Satisfiability is NP complete. It is again remarkable that many NP
problems are NP complete. To show that an NP problem is NP com-

plete one need only show that Satisfiability reduces to it. The first extensive list of such problems appeared in Karp [7]. We should mention
that there are NP problems which are not known to be NP complete.
It makes sense to investigate whether P = NP, particularly if there
is evidence that these classes are not far apart. The early evidence was
quite startling. Let n-Safo,fiability denote the problem of determining
whether a formula in CNF which has at most n literals per clause is
satisfiable.
Theorem (Cook [3]) 2-Satisfiability E- P. 3-Satisfiability is NP complete.

Theorem 12 J There are recursive sets A and B such that PA= NPA and
pH ,Le NPB.

This theorem shows that we will not be able to prove that P = NP
or that P ¥ NP by any technique which would carry over to query
machines.

3. Independence Results
The P = NP question has proved to be hard to answer. It may even
be undecidable. We shall show that the corresponding question for
query machines with recursive oracles is undecidable in ZormeloFraenkel set theory ZF (we shall of course assume that ZF is consistent). Perhaps even the problem of determining the running time of an
algorithm is harder than we expect Many ofus feel that, given an alger
rithm and sufficient ingenuity, we should be able to determine its
running time. Ifwe feel this way we shall be surprised by the result that
there is an algorithm which runs in time n2 but which cannot be proved in
ZF to run in time less than 2". These results are due to Hartmanis and
Hopcroft [SJ.

On:: approach to the P NP question has been to seek .. simpler"
NP complete problems -- for example see [ 10]. Another approach has
been to seek good polynomial bounded algorithms for optimization versions of NP complete problems. Some approximate algorithms perform
extremely well. For the Subset Sum problem there is a sequence of
polynomial bounded apprnximate algmithms which asymptotically
approach the optimal solution -- see [6]. In contrast, unless P= NP
there is no polynomial bounded algorithm which gives a good approximation for the NP complete problem of finding the chromatic number of
a graph - sec [4].
Slightly varying a problem can have a drastic effect on our
Lemma If B ti C ( the symmetric difference of B and C) is finite then pH
knowledge of how well it can be approximated by polynomial bounded = pc and NPH = NPc.
algorithms. A good example of this is the travelling salesperson problem
(which is NP complete).
Proof Suppose that D is a finite set and that we have a query machine
which is bounded by a polynomial p(n). Ifwe modify this machine so
Theorem j 8] There is a polynomial bounded algorithm which, for any that each time it queries it must afterwards check whether the string on
instance of the travelling salesperson problem, will produce a tour of the query tape belongs to D then this new machine is bounded by p( n) +
0 (p(n)) = 0 (p(n)). IfB Ii C is finite then two such modifications will
length less than twice the optimal length.
However, let us change the travelling salesperson problem slightly enable us to simulate a polynomial bounded query machine with oracle
by no longer requiring that the distance function d( i, j) ( which gives the B by a polynomial bounded query machine with oracle C and vicedistance between towns i andj) should satisfy the triangle inequalityd(i, versa. So P 8 = pc_ Similarly NPH = NPc.
0~

j)

~

d (i, k)

+ d (k, j).

Theorem [9 j Let N be any positive integer. Then P = NP iffthere is a
polynomial bounded algorithm which. given any instance of the
modified travelling salesperson problem, will produce a tour of length
less than N times the optimal length.
A further approach to the P = NP question has been to change the
classes P and NP slightly and see what happens. To this end we need the
idea of a query machine. A query machine is a multitape Turing
machine with a distinguished worktape called a query tape and three
distinguished states a query state, a yes state and a no state. A query
machine has a set, called an oracle. associated with it. On entering the
query state the next move of a querry machine with oracle Xis to enter the
yes state if the string on the query tape belongs to X and to enter the no
state otherwise. A query machine is said to be polynomial bounded if
there is a polynomial p( n) such that on every input of length n and with
every oracle the query machine halts within p{n) steps. px is the class of
languages over r recognized by polynomial bounded query machines
with oracle X. NPX is the class of languages over ~ recognized by
polynomial bounded nondeterministic query machines with oracle X.
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Let l</>;l be an effective enumeration of single tape Turing
machines.We can apply Kleene' s s-m-n and recursion theorems to such
an enumeration (these theorems can be found in [ 11 ]). By p¢, we shall
mean pc where C is the set recognized by ¢i and NP cp, will denote NPc.
Theorem There is a recursive set C such that pc = NPc is undecidable
in ZF.
Proof Let A,B be recursive sets such that PA~ NPA and P 8 NP 8 . Let
¢ be a Turing machine which accepts an input ( xj) and halts if either
there is a proof among the first x proofs of ZF that
p¢i

= NP

¢i and x E B,

or there is a proof among the first x proofs of ZF that

and which otherwise rejects the input and halts.
By the s-m-n theorem there is a recursive s such that

¢,ui (x) = ¢(xj) for all xj.
By the recursion theorem there is an n such that
¢,cnl (x) = ¢" (x) for all x.
Hence

¢" (x) = ¢ (x,n) for all x.

Let C be the set recognized by¢". Assume there is a proof in ZF of
pc= NPC - this is say the m'th proof in ZF.
Ifx > m then ¢n accepts x iff ¢ accepts (x,n) iffx EB. Thus B 6 C
is finite so by the lemma pc ;,!,. NPc is a theorem of ZF because P 8 ¢
NP 8 is a theorem of zf. This contradicts our assumption. Similarly the
assumption that pc;,!,. NPC is a theorem ofZF leads to the contradiction
that pc= NPc is a theorem of ZF.
So pc = NPc is undecidable in ZF.
Intuitively we know that the set C recognized by¢" in the theorem
is the empty set, so that pc= NPC iff P =NP.This suggests (but does
not prove) that P=NP may be undecidable in ZF.
Note that the properties ofZF needed in the above theorem are that
it is consistent, powerful enough to prove all the results needed about
algorithms and that its theorems are recursively enumerable. The
theorem would apply to any formal system with similar properties.
These remarks apply too to the lemma and the theorem which follow.
Let ¢i(-) denote the computation of the ith Turing machine when started
with blank input.
Lemma There is an m such that the halting of ¢m(-) is undecidable in ZF
but nevertheless ¢m(-) does not halt.
Proof Let¢ be a Turing machine which, on input(xj), halts if there is a
proof in ZF that ¢j(-) does not halt, and which does not halt otherwise.
Again the s-m-n and recursion theorems give an m such that ¢m(x) =
¢(x,m) for all x. ¢m(-) halts iff ¢(-,m) halts iffthere is a proof in ZF that
¢m(-) does not halt. Hence ¢m(-) does not halt but it is undecidable in
ZF whether ¢m(-) halts.
Theorem There is an algorithm which runs in time n 2 but for whid1 there
is no proof in ZF that it runs in time Jess than 2".
Proof For eachj let ¢j• denote a Turing machine which, on input n,
simulates¢.(-)
for n steps and then halts in a total ofn 2 steps if¢.(-)
had
J
J
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not halted, 2" steps if¢/-) has halted. Then:¢/-) does not halt iff ¢/n)
halts in less than 2" steps for all n. Let c,t>m be as in the last lemma. <Pm(-)
does not halt so <Pm• runs in time n 2• There is no proof in ZF that ¢m•
runs in time less than 2" since this would prove in ZF that ¢m(-) halts.
We conclude with a quotation from [5]: "What this suggests is that
our inability to settle questions like the P = NP problem or prove lower
bounds (for running times of algorithms) may be a consequence of the
power (or weakness) of formal systems such as set theory. Clearly an
exciting result would be to discover a natural instance of such a
problem".
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